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Databases:
Drugs
Drugs were downloaded from ChEMBL database [1]. The set was ﬁltered to select
entries with ATC code and limited to drugs not withdrawn. Structures containing
uncommon atoms (other than C, H, O, N, S, P, F, Cl, Br, I) or having less than 5 heavy
atoms were discarded (ﬁnal set size is 2447). Salts were stripped, compounds were
aromatized. The workﬂow was done with ChemAxon Standardizer [2] and Instant
JChem [3] applications.
Rings
In order to yield ring scaffolds to similar size than that of the GDB-13 dataset
entries, unique ring systems were extracted from the selected drugs set. All single
chain bonds between ring atom and non-ring atom or double bonds of carbon ring non-ring atom pairs were cut. The set was neutralized, fragments with ring-count>0
were extracted and then uniﬁed after aromatization. The workﬂow was done with
ChemAxon Standardizer [2] and Instant JChem [3] applications.
GDB-13
GDB-13 [4] is the largest publicly available enumerated set of small organic
molecules up to 13 atoms of H, C, N, O, S and Cl; counting ~977M structures.
SureChEMBL
SureChEMBL is the largest public resource of structures extracted from patents
[5-6]. The database contains ~16 million unique compounds extracted from ~14
million patent documents. In this study we approximate the patented state of a
structure with the presence of its superstructure in this database. Superstructure
match is approximated using a substructure relationship preserving ﬁngerprint and
the asymmetric extreme of the Tversky metric (a=0, b=1).
Methods
ChemAxon's parallel, in memory MadFast Similarity Search [7] was used for the
similarity calculations using 1k length chemical hash ﬁngerprint.
AWS EC2 r3.8xlarge (32 vCPU, 244GB RAM) instance was used to run MadFast
0.2.3 version.
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The aim of the present assessment is to measure the performance improvement
achieved. Performance is calculated in terms of elapsed time in cases of duplicate,
similarity, substructure and combined searches.
Results are visualized on plots as JChem PostgreSQL cartridge (JPC) elapsed time
versus JChem Oracle cartridge (JOC) elapsed time. If JPC outperformse JOC, the
symbols are below the 1:1 ratio line.
Queries consists of: i) 31 custom selected, ii) 10 from the most frequent rings in
drugs [10], iii) 11 including query atoms; giving 52 cases in total. In the case of
similarity search the 52 cases were calculated at 5 similarity levels: 0.9, 0.8, 0.7,
0.5, 0.3, respectively resulting in 260 cases in total. Additionally a larger set of
1475 unique automatically generated substructure queries were run in combined
search.

Methods
RDBMS:
Oracle 12.2.0.1.170718 (26123830)
PostgreSQL 9.5.10

Overlap analysis
Exhaustive dissimilarity distribution calculation serve as the basis of similarity based
overlap assesment of the query sets with GDB-13.
Dissimilarity distribution and cumulative dissimilarity distribution were calculated
between every query and the whole target molecule set (top right ﬁgure).
Overlaying such histograms for multiple query molecules provides a high level
overview of the overlap (middle right ﬁgure).
Heatmap style rendering of the overlayed histograms better visualize the overlay
(bottom right ﬁgure). Columns of such heatmaps can be considered as individual
histograms representing the distribution of the densities of the query structures for
the associated dissimilarity threshold .
For the ring systems all of the distributions are calculated using Tanimoto
dissimilarity (not shown). Distributions for a random ~30 % (808 structures) subset
of the drugs dataset using multiple metrics are also calculated.
Finding novel analogues
Known structure
Novel analogues
The de novo design approache is
exempliﬁed with Levamison case (left
ﬁgure). Top 100 most similar structures
from GDB-13 were submitted for cross
checking in SureChEMBL database.
Neighbours characterized by 0< Tversky
dissimilarity value are not substructures of
any of the exempliﬁed structures.
Preprocessing of GDB-13:
~ 3 h 20 min
Preprocessing of SureChEMBL:
~ 8 min 30 sec
MadFast server startup (GDB-13 + SureChEMBL): ~ 19 min
Dissimilarity distribution calculation for GDB-13:
Search the most similar from SureChEMBL:
Search the most similar from GDB-13:
Search 1000 most simiars from GDB-13:

JChem Cartridges

Chemical cartridge technology
JChem Oracle cartridge [8] is an industry standrad solution offering SQL interface for
Oracle to manage chemical data in relational database. This modular system consits
of two parts. The ﬁrst part is integrated into the RDBMS to resolve chemistry related
SQL statements, while the second part is a java application service outside of the
RDBMS responsible for chemical representation and search.
Recent developments at ChemAxon resulted in a new engine that has been
interfaced with PostgreSQL [9]. The novel engine utilizes a highly effective sorted
chemical index. In case of chemical search the ﬁrst step is a ﬁngerprint based preﬁltering that is followed by graph (duplicate search) or subgraph isomorﬁsm
assessment (sub or superstructure search). In the case of the JChem PostgreSQL
cartridge the ﬁngerprint based pre-screening has been moved into the RDBMS side,
written in C.

Fast similarity analysis

~ 50 sec / query
~ 100 ms / query
~ 4 sec / query
~ 7 sec / query

The overlayed histograms above represent all the exhaustively
calculated 808 x 977 M ~ 8 x 1011 dissimilarity data points.

Rapid query results
Duplicate

Similarity

Substructure

Median: JOC: 26.2 ms; JPC: 1.3 ms

Median: JOC: 100 ms;
JPC: 1.8 ms
JOC-Limit100: 129 ms; JPC-Limit100: 1.9 ms

Median: JOC: 2162 ms;
JPC: 1173 ms
JOC-Limit100: 66 ms; JPC-Limit100: 11 ms

Complex Query

Complex Query Large

Summary in Ratio

Median: JOC: 1318 ms ; JPC: 216 ms

Median: JOC: 15895 ms ; JPC: 212 ms

Database
ChEMBL 23
Distinct compounds: 1,735,442
Activities: 14,675,320
Targets: 11,538

Search Engine:
JChem Oracle Cartridge 17.24.0
JChem PostgreSQL Cartridge 2.10
AWS EC2, C4.2xlarge (8 vCPU, 15GB RAM) instance was used for the calculations.
Search types: Duplicate, similarity (using 512 linear chemical hash ﬁngerprint),
substructure search, and combined queries. In the case of combined queries 4 tables are
joined: assays, activities, compound_structures and target_dictionary. The following
graph (scheme below) represents the combined query where two structural ﬁlters are
applied. One is a match type the other is a non-match type.
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